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Tips and tricks to craft a school brand mark that is timeless and distinct:

â€¢ Use Images Of Aggressive Animals To Give The Emblem A Fierce Touch:

School emblems are a symbol of pride and motivation. They will be used as sports team logos and
sign for school spirit. This is why it is important that your new school logo looks assertive. For that,
you can use images of fierce animals in your brand mark. The best thing would be to use animals
that are found locally so that the design can reflect a part of the company culture. You can also use
animals like cheetah, lion, jaguar or a stallion for your emblem so that it looks aggressive and
authoritative.

â€¢ Use intricate patterns in the monogram:

Try to accompany your emblem image with intricate patterns to give it an imaginative and
sophisticated touch.  You can also take inspiration from national patterns and use them in the
background or on the borders of your emblem to make it sophisticated and intricate. You can also
use an image of an open book with a historical language.

â€¢ Make sure that the design is compact and consolidated:

Make the design compact and consolidated. This will make it easier to use on almost any medium.
For that, you can use a border to encase the entire design. For example, you can use the shape of
a shield to surround your design. You can also encase the design with a badge.

â€¢ Use historical or mythical designs for your emblem:

Take inspiration from historical or mythical creatures and designs. It is best to use historical or
mythical designs that are related to your region. For example, if your school is located in a region
with monarchy, then you can take inspiration from the royal coat of arms. This will make your
emblem patriotic and innovative.

â€¢ Use bright and solid colors in the brand mark:

Use solid and bright colors for your school trademark. Whether you are creating an elementary
school logo or a college logo, it is important that your emblem looks formal and proficient. Here, you
should also make sure that you do not use more than three colors in your monogram. The colors
should also be complementing each other. It is advisable that if you are using bright colors for the
image, then the background should be kept in light colors.

â€¢ Use straight fonts:

The imagination and innovation should be limited to the images in your emblem. The fonts should
be kept simple to read and straight. This will make your pattern look formal and professional.

In a nutshell, your school monogram should be timeless, traditional and distinct. Use bright and solid
colors for the images and straight fonts so that the trademark is easily visible.
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